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Cafeteria Sanitary License: The subcontractor of cafeteria is now applying and can be in
place within 1 and half months.
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Client CoC Posting: We are approaching our client to get the CoC. The CoC will be
posted immediately after we get it.
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Forced Labor Policy: The company shall not engage in or support the use of Forced
Labor.

No recruitment fee shall be charged and all original documents shall under

workers’ possession. All forms of Forced Labor shall be prohibited, including prison
labor, contracted labor, boned labor and forced labor based on threaten or punishment.
Contracts with clear employing terms based on China Labor Law shall be signed with
all workers and the company shall make sure that all workers understand all terms. No
unreasonable and restrictive terms shall be included in the contract.
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Workers’ freedom in employment shall be respected. Recruitment fee shall not be
charged by all means, including charging through recruitment agent. All original
documents shall under workers’ possession. Any form of restrictions on workers’
resignation shall be prohibited. When recruiting agency is used, original documents
found to be under recruiting agency’s possession shall be considered as the use of
forced labor by the company.
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The company shall not engage in or support the use of child labour.
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The company shall verify the birth date of employees to avoid the recruitment of
child labor due to faked identity certification. When children found to be working

in situations, the company shall not terminate employment immediately.
Remediation shall be carried out including reporting to local labor bureau and
physical examination. The company will afford all medical treatment fee. The
founded child labor will be send back to the parents by the company and local
government. Adequate supports shall be provided when needed to enable such
children to attend and remain in school until no longer a child.
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Physical examination and registration should be arranged to juvenile workers
before employment. Juvenile workers will not be exposed to hazardous working
position and no OT will be arranged for them.
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The company shall not expose children or young workers to situations in or
outside of the workplace that are hazardous, unsafe, or unhealthy.
5. PQ'RS'TÂfg..Harassment, Abuse and Discrimination Policy
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The company shall not engage in or support discrimination in hiring,
remuneration, access to training, promotion, termination or retirement based on

race, caste, national origin, religion, disability, gender, sexual orientation, union
membership, political affiliation, or age.
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The company shall not interfere with the exercise of the rights of personnel to
observe tenets or practices, or to meet needs relating to race, caste, national origin,
religion, disability, gender, sexual orientation, union membership, or political
affiliation.
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The company shall not allow behaviour, including gestures, language and physical
contact, that is coercive, threatening, abusive or exploitative.
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The company shall not interfere workers’ basic human rights and dignity and shall
not allow behaviour, including gestures, language and physical contact, that is
sexually coercive, threatening, abusive or exploitative.
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The company shall not engage in or support the use of corporal punishment,
mental or physical coercion, and verbal abuse.
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The company shall respect workers’ dignity and shall not engage in the use of
corporal punishment, verbal abuse and any other form of humiliation.
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The company shall adopt a fair and open disciplinary procedure aiming at
education to employees. All employees shall be informed of the disciplinary
procedure. Oral warning, written warning and severer warning shall be given to
affected employees to let them learn from mistakes. An appeal channel shall be
provided by the company.
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Freedom of Association
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The company shall respect the right of all personnel to form and join trade
unions of their choice and to bargain collectively.
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The company shall, in those situations in which the right to freedom of
association and collective bargaining are restricted under law, facilitate parallel
means of independent and free association and bargaining for all such personnel.
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The company shall ensure that representatives of such personnel are not the
subject of discrimination and that such representatives have access to their
members in the workplace.
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Payroll and time records: Payroll system is in compliance with China Labor Law. Our
financial staffs started to specify the payroll system from August.
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Payment and Benefit: now following China Labor Law strictly.
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Comprehensive Working Hour System: Already applied and will obtain the system in
about one month.
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Working Hour Limits: Factory arranged shifts for boiler worker to ensure their rests.
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Fire Extinguisher, Emergency Light: Fire extinguishers and emergency lights already
installed. Installation of fire alarm is in the process and will finish in about 2 month.
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